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Ajami in West Africa
Lameen Souag (SOAS)
Abstract
West Africans throughout the region have creatively adapted the Arabic script to write non-Arabic
languages, a form of literacy known as Ajami which remains widespread today despite little or no government support. The variety of methods used to extend the Arabic script to fit other phonological systems
are of particular interest: methods that appear unmotivated from a purely linguistic perspective can
readily be explained as rational adaptations to the parallel educational system in which Ajami is typically
learned, an issue often not taken into account in orthography planning.

Introduction
<1>

`Ajamiyy is an Arabic word meaning “non-Arabic”. In a West African context, “Ajami” is used
in particular to refer to the writing of non-Arabic languages in Arabic characters. This practice is
attested in practically all Muslim areas of West Africa, including at least Senegal, Gambia,
Guinea-Bissau, Guinea, Mauritania, Mali, Niger, Ghana, Nigeria, and Cameroon. It continues to
the present despite being propagated almost exclusively through traditional religious instruction,
usually without government funding or recognition; in this sense, it might be called a nongovernmental literacy, as opposed to literacy whose norms are passed on through a governmentorganised school system. The West African languages for which its use is attested are geographically, genealogically, and typologically diverse, as illustrated below.
Figure 1: Map of languages for which Ajami use is attested (cf. especially O’Fahey and
Hunwick 1994, Vydrine 1998, Norris 1982)
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<2>

The earliest reported West African efforts to transcribe their own languages in Arabic characters
date to the 13th century inscriptions documented in Moraes Farias 2008. For the early Muslim
states of the Niger bend, Arabic inscriptions became an important political statement, affirming
their status as Muslims and their connection to the wider Islamic world. But some elements –
names and titles in particular – could be expressed only in the writers' mother tongue. Thus in
inscriptions like the following (ibid.), a Songhay word (italicised) is placed within an Arabic
frame:
hāđā al-qabr al-wazīr Muħammad Ariyaw ẓammu
Kawkaw bin Būbakar

هاذا القبر الوزير محمد اريو ظم
كوكو بن بوبكر

“This is the tomb of Muhammad Ariyaw praise-named Kawkaw son of Boubacar.”
(Bentyia 234)
Fāṭimah Kayna bint...

فاطمة كين بنت

“Little Fatima daughter of… ”
(Bentyia 234)
<3>

It may be supposed that this tradition of writing down individual Songhay (and other West
African) words encouraged the emergence of conventional solutions to the problems of fitting a
non-Arabic phonology into the Arabic script, making the task of writing and reading whole
Ajami texts more manageable. Unfortunately, there is little reported evidence on how this crucial
transition occurred, and only indirect evidence on to what extent it occurred independently in
different areas. The earliest dated West African Ajami texts, in Tuareg and Kanembu, date to the
16th and 17th centuries (Gutelius 2000, Bondarev 2006 respectively), but there is no compelling
reason to believe that they were the first of their kind. However, a study of the conventional
solutions used offers clues to the creation process.

Orthography
Basis
<4>

North African influence is conspicuous in West African Islam; in general, West Africa follows
the Maliki school of Sunni Islam, mainly centred in the Maghreb. Accordingly, all traditional
West African Ajami orthographies are primarily based on the Maghrebi variant of Arabic, which
until the twentieth century was used throughout north Africa excluding Egypt. This differs from
the Eastern variant which has become standard in several ways:
• fā'  فis written with a dot below ()ڢ
• qāf  قis written with a dot above ()ڧ
• nūn  نis often written without the dot word-finally ()ں
• shaddah ø (the gemination marker) is often written as a v-sign vٚ
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<5>

Only in a few of the most recent texts are non-Maghrebi features observable – for example, in
the late 20th century Mogofin texts shown by Vydrine (1998), where fā' and qāf are written ف
and ق. The ISESCO efforts to create a common African Ajami orthography (eg Chtatou 1992)
are based on the Eastern variant; but this proposal ignores almost all features of existing West
African Ajami orthographies.
<6>

There are several reading traditions (qirā'āt) of the Qur'ān, each using slightly different signs to
mark phonetic details. The one traditionally taught throughout the Maghreb and West Africa is
Warsh, rather than the most widespread one, Hafs. Among other special marks, this orthography
makes use of a dot placed underneath the letter to mark the sound [e:], which in this tradition is
pronounced in place of some instances of what Modern Standard Arabic would realise as /a:/.
This feature has been widely adopted in West African Ajami orthographies, including Kanembu
(Bondarev 2006), Hausa, Fulani (Gaden 1913: 70), Susu (Vydrine 1996), and Wolof (Touré
1964, n.d.) – but not, for example, Mandinka.
<7>

The Arabic script marks long vowels through full letters, while optionally marking short vowels
through diacritic marks, termed tashkīl or “vocalisation”, placed above or below the letters. In
Modern Standard Arabic, vocalisation is rarely used except in pedagogical texts or to prevent
ambiguity in specific words. However, Qur'ān texts have normally been fully vocalised since a
very early period, because of the religious importance attached to their correct pronunciation.
West African Ajami typically follows the latter model, with every letter fully vocalised.

Adaptations
<8>

The sound system of Arabic, like that of English or French, is rather different from the sound
systems of most West African languages. As a result, a person literate only in Arabic attempting
to write a West African language face significant challenges. The Arabic alphabet, like the Latin
one:
• includes sounds not found in the target languages: for example, Fulani does not have
ħ, q, d, ṣ ح ق ذ ص
• does not include sounds found in the target languages: for example, Fulani has
o, mb, ɓ, c, p
• does not distinguish features which are phonemic in some target languages, such as tone
or nasalisation
West African authors have creatively applied at least five strategies, of varying degrees of
effectiveness and conventionalisation, to solve these problems.

Homography
<9>

In Arabic loanwords into West African languages, consonants not found in the language are
usually replaced with similar ones that are found. This can easily lead to a situation where
several Arabic letters each correspond to the same sound. In some cases, authors use any of these
possibilities to represent the same sound within native words. Thus in The Poem of Repentance
(Eguchi 1976 – Fulani, Cameroon), /s/ in Fulani words may be written with the Arabic letter <s>
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(eg sappo •)س•ف, or (less commonly) with <θ> ث, whose nearest Fulani equivalent is s (eg saftataa
)ث•ف†ت• ت•ا. This strategy is unambiguous from the reader's perspective – the reader always knows
which sound is intended – but creates potential ambiguity for the writer, who needs to decide at
each occurrence of the sound which of several possible letters for it to select. This may be
resolved by picking one letter as primary and using others only in Arabic loanwords. Thus in
L'Islam No. 1 (Touré n. d. – Wolof) /s/ is always written as  سexcept in Arabic loans; but the
latter include even ones well-integrated into the language, such as  ص‹بsuba “morning”.

Polyvalence
<10>

One way to cope with sounds not found in Arabic is to give existing Arabic characters
additional, non-Arabic readings. For example, in The Poem of Repentance, the following correspondences apply systematically:
• o and u are written as <u> ‹
• p and f are written as <f> ف
• Prenasalised stops (mb, nd, nj, ŋg), implosive stops (ɓ ɗ ƴ), voiced stops (b, d, j, g), and
back nasals (ny, ŋ) are all written as the corresponding voiced stops <b, d, j, ġ> ب د ج غ
• Exception: ɗ is sometimes written as <ṭ> ط
This strategy creates ambiguity for the reader, who at each occurrence of such a character is
forced to consider which of several possible readings is appropriate. However, from the writer's
perspective it is unambiguous; for any given sound, the writer knows exactly which letter will
represent it.

Redeployment
<11>

An Arabic letter with a sound or function not relevant to the language may be redeployed to
express a similar sound that does occur. For example:
• In a language without the voiced velar/uvular fricative ġ غ, this letter may be used to
represent the voiced velar stop g, not found in classical Arabic (as sometimes in Hausa
(Newman 2000), Fulani (Eguchi 1976), and Kanembu (Bondarev 2006)
• In a language without the pharyngealised voiceless coronal stop ṭ ط, this letter may be
used to represent the coronal implosive ɗ (as sometimes in Hausa and Fulani – cf.
Newman 2000, Eguchi 1976)
• In a language without the voiceless dental fricative θ ث, this letter may be used to
represent the voiceless palatal stop c (as sometimes in Hausa). For example, in
Robinson 1897 (via Newman 2000) da marece is written †ثي
ٚ د•م•ر•ي.
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In some cases, a whole class of letters may be redeployed for a new function. Thus:
• In Arabic, tanwīn, a final -n marking the indefinite form of nouns and dropped prepausally, is written not with the letter nūn  نbut rather by doubling the final vowel sign:
ٌ-un ٍ in ً an. In Arabic, this convention is motivated only grammatically; but in
Mandinka, it has been adopted as a means of marking nasalised vowels, and as such has
a distinct reading and can occur even word-internally (Vydrine 1998.)
• In Arabic, the pharyngealised (“emphatic”) consonants typically lower following high
vowels phonetically (so that after them /i/, /u/ > [e], [o]). Mandinka has no
pharyngealised consonants; but, unlike Arabic, it does have phonemic mid vowels. It
thus adopted the Arabic emphatics ṣ ṭ ḍ  ص ط ضfor writing the phonemes s t l when
followed by e or o, allowing these vowels to be indirectly distinguished through the
choice of consonant symbols (Vydrine 1998.)
The potential of this method is limited by the usually large overlap between Arabic and target
language sounds. However, where available and conventionalised, this method is equally unambiguous for the writer and for the reader, except potentially for Arabic loans. Often, this method
fits existing oral conventions for adapting Arabic loanwords to target language pronunciation –
for example, the representation of ƙ as  قin Hausa corresponds to the normal borrowing of
Arabic q as ƙ (Skinner 1971); however, where exceptions to these conventions are found (for
example due to borrowing via another language), the writer is likely to stick to the familiar
Arabic spelling even at the expense of creating orthographic irregularity, just as often occurs in
English.

New characters
<12>

Many existing Arabic characters, often similar to each other in pronunciation, are distinguished
only by the number and position of dots. Thus  تis /t/ while  ثis /θ/;  سis /s/ while  شis /š/; etc.
This naturally suggests an easy way to create new letters: change the number and position of dots
on existing ones of similar pronunciation. Such cases are attested in several areas:
• In Tamasheq, the letter shape found in j  جis combined with three dots underneath to
yield the voiced palatal stop ǵ, written as چ, a letter not used in classical Arabic.
(Sudlow 2006.)
• In the Mandinka Pakao and Bijini manuscripts, the letter shape found in b  بis
combined with two vertically aligned dots underneath to yield the corresponding
voiceless stop p, written as ٻ, a letter not used in Arabic (Vydrine 1998.)
• In the Mandinka Pakao manuscript, the letter shape found in y  يis combined with three
dots underneath to yield the corresponding nasal ny, written as ۑ, a letter not used in
Arabic (Schaffer 1975, Vydrine 1998); see Figure 2 below.
• In the Mandinka Ajami recorded by Hamlyn (1935), the letter shape of w  وis combined
with three dots above to yield the voiced labiovelar stop gb, written as ۋ, a letter not
used in Arabic.
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More rarely, new vowel markers may be created on a similar principle by adding dots to existing
ones. There is one clear-cut case of this in West Africa; in Guinea, including most Fulani (Sow
1971) as well as Mogofin (Vydrine 1996), o is written by taking the Arabic vowel marker for
short u ‹ and substituting a dot in place of the circle. Despite its wide usage, this letter does not
currently appear to be found in Unicode.

Diacritics
<13>

All of the methods listed above are more or less widespread in Arabic-based orthographies
throughout the Islamic world. However, one method appears not to be reported outside West
Africa: the use of what might be termed an “Ajami diacritic” not to form a new character with a
core reading in its own right but simply to indicate that an existing character should be read as a
non-Arabic equivalent.

In Senegal
<14>

In Senegalese sources (Wolof and Pulaar), a diacritic consisting of three small dots is commonly
used. This is not to be confused with the strategy of creating new characters by changing dots:
the dots used for this diacritic are consistently written far smaller than those used to distinguish
letters, and they are added to a character complete with dots, rather than replacing the character's
existing dots. This is illustrated for Wolof by the following selection from Touré (n.d.):
Figure 2: L’Islam No. 1, p. 46
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<15>

Illustrative areas have been outlined in red. In the higher one, an Arabic shīn  شmay be seen,
written with three full-size character-distinguishing dots. In the lower one, the Wolof words da
ŋgay binda ci (¦§ )د•ك§•ى† ب¦ن†د§• جfeature three instances of the Ajami diacritic; observe that its dots are
consistently far smaller than those distinguishing letters, and that it appears on top of j  جwithout
affecting its existing dots.
<16>

The other key difference is in polyvalence. In Touré's orthography, Arabic letters without the
diacritic are monovalent, as in Arabic itself. Letters with the diacritic added, by contrast, often
get several readings:
• < بb> + 3 small dots =  = بp, mb; eg  = بٌب§•مbopp-am “his head”;  = ب§¦رmbir “problem”
• < جj> + 3 small dots =  = جc, ñ, nj; eg  = جci “on”;  = ب•جbañ “refuse”
• < دd> + 3 small dots =  = دnd; eg  = د§•ي†ج‹ورndeyjoor “right”
• < کk> + 3 small dots =  = کg, ŋ, ng; eg  = ك§ن®اوgannaaw “back”;  = ك§•و•خnga wax “you say”
Particularly illustrative is the case of j. The three readings c, ñ, and nj are each one phonetic step
away from j – they can respectively be derived from it by devoicing, nasalisation, and prenasalisation; but there is no natural phonetic class that includes all three of these while excluding
j itself. The only natural definition of this character's reading is “any Wolof sound not found in
Arabic whose closest Arabic equivalent is j.” This confirms that the best functional definition of
the three small dots diacritic is as yielding “any Wolof sound not found in Arabic whose closest
Arabic equivalent is the letter underneath.”
<17>

This diacritic is not restricted to Wolof Ajami. For Pulaar Ajami – that is, Ajami as used in Fuuta
Tooro in northern Senegal – Gaden (1913: 69) says “Toutes les fois qu’un caractère est mis pour
une consonne autre que celle qu’il représente normalement, il est de règle qu’il soit surmonté
d’un signe d’avertissement qui se compose habituellement de trois points diacritiques” (“Every
time a character is taken for a character other than what it normally represents, it is as a rule
crowned with a warning sign usually made up of three diacritic points.”) An important sample is
the page reproduced in La Vie d'El-Hadj Omar, a poem by Mohammadou Aliou Tyam (~1885)
published in Gaden 1935. This work reveals a similar system, whereby:
• < جj> + 3 dots =  = جc, ny; eg جم†ب¦ن†د
ج
§ = cemmbindi “vigorous”; ٚ = ك•جkanye “also”
• < ڢf> + 3 dots =  = ڢp; eg  = ت•ن†ڢ§•ت•هtampata “they will not tire”
• < ڧq> + 3 dots =  = ڧg or ng; eg  = ف§¦لgilli “love”
This makes the element of conventionalisation in the Ajami diacritic's use obvious; here /p/ is
based on Arabic <f> rather than <b>, and /g/ on <q> rather than <k>. Moreover, a separate convention observed in this text – that a prenasalised consonant is represented as the corresponding
voiced one – changes the distribution of the readings. Nevertheless, the common principle is
clear: allowing for the prenasalisation rule, adding the diacritics again yields “any Pulaar sound
not found in Arabic whose closest Arabic equivalent is the letter underneath.” Once again, the
diacritic is consistently smaller than letter-distinguishing dots, as illustrated by the dots boxed in
red below: the large one is on the shīn  شin the Arabic word ¦شر¦ع•ة
® وال, while the small one near it
is on the p in the Fulfulde word tampata discussed above.
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Figure 3: page from Gaden (1935)

In Guinea
<18>

A similar system is attested for Fulfulde in the Futa Djalon region of Guinea, using a single small
dot placed beyond the vowel mark (above a fatḥah • a or ḍammah ‹ u, below a kasrah ¦ i; with a
ḍammah, this typically yields the vowel o, as discussed above.) This mark is attested in some of
the manuscripts in Sow 1966 and 1971; its purpose is not explicitly discussed, but can be
deduced from the Latin transcription. Thus, in my examination of lines 1-211 of “Le filon de
bonheur éternel”, by Tierno M. S. Mombéyâ, as reproduced in Sow 1971, the following readings
are observed for letters with this mark above a vowel a or i:
• < جj>: ny (14, 33, 43, 82, 108, 123, 163, 167, 179, 211), ƴ (27, 108, 115), j (39, ?171)
• < قq>: g (19, 76, 81, 82, 92, 94, 156)
• < بb>: ɓ (72, 165, 185)
Once again, it appears that this is best explained as indicating a non-Arabic reading similar to the
Arabic character below it; the occasional cases of j being read as j may be explained by the fact
that Fulfulde j is palatal, whereas Arabic j – depending on the reading tradition – is more
commonly an affricate.
<19>

The system is exemplified in the following figure (reproduced from p. 2), in which examples are
found on lines 14 (nyabu ب
‹ »• )جand 19 (e dagiiɗe ٚ)اد•ف¦»يط.
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Figure 4: p. 2, ll. 14-19 (Sow 1971)

<20>

However, in contrast to the Senegalese system, this dot appears to be entirely optional; for
example, the same word, kuugal, is spelled ( ك‹وق•»لwith a dot marking the g) in line 92 vs. ك‹وق•ل
(with no dot) in line 8.

Conclusions
<21>

Most of the devices by which the Arabic script has been made to fit the purpose of writing
non-Arabic languages in West Africa are widely attested. The Ajami diacritic, however, is noteworthy for being negatively defined, yielding multiple readings not directly connected to one
another. Why would such a device be used, instead of simply creating specific conventions for
specific non-Arabic phonemes?
<22>

The answer lies in the nature of the educational system through which Ajami is normally dispersed. Arabic literacy has spread primarily through Qur'ānic education, widely provided to
children outside of state structures. The main goal of such an education is to be able to read texts
in Arabic; conventions not related to Arabic, like how to write nj or ɗ, are secondary. A striking
illustration of this attitude is provided by the Wolof booklet L'Islam No. 1 (Touré n.d.); the
explanatory texts of the book are written in Wolof in Ajami orthography, using the conventions
described above, and the book also includes a 17-page explanation of the Arabic alphabet
intended for Senegalese people literate in French, yet this explanation covers exclusively the
conventions of Arabic and does not explain the conventions used in this very book for
representing Wolof sounds at all! If conventions for writing non-Arabic sounds are considered as
mere sidelines to the primary goal of learning to write Arabic, then the simpler a convention is
relative to Arabic, the more likely it is to be successfully acquired. The “non-Arab sound”
diacritic is a single element, thus maximally easily learned, and in principle doubles the script's
expressive capacity without requiring any further conventions. A language planner setting a goal
of native language literacy would most likely design a system where each sound was separately
represented; but this method represents a pragmatic compromise, recognising the religiously
defined primacy of the goal of being able to read the Qur'ān and yet making the desirable side
effect of native language mass literacy more easily attainable even with few or no printed works.
It serves as an important reminder that the nature of an orthography depends not just on the
structure of the language, but on the educational infrastructure supporting it and on its perceived
purpose.
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